
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

OUTPUT PACK FROM THE  
PRE-PROCUREMENT MARKET ENGAGEMENT EXERCISE FOR  

A120 BYPASS (LITTLE HADHAM) AND FLOOD ALLEVIATION SCHEME 
INCLUDING  INDUSTRY OPEN DAY HELD ON 30th SEPTEMBER 2016  

 
 

Hertfordshire County Council (the “Council”) carried out Pre-procurement Market 
Engagement (PPME) in relation to its project to construct a 3.9km single-carriageway 
bypass, two associated flood storage areas and the realignment of a small 
watercourse, to be delivered in partnership with the Environment Agency (“EA”). 

 
 

Format for PPME: 
 
o PIN (Prior Information Notice) 2016/S 175-315117 was placed in OJEU 7 

September 2016 
o Opportunity for interested suppliers to seek clarification on our procurement 

strategy and provide feedback by completing the Market Engagement 
Questionnaire  

o Opportunity to attend the Industry Open Day on 30th September 2016 in 
Stevenage, Hertfordshire. 

 
 
This pack contains: 
 
o The documentation made available to suppliers, Supplier Briefing Document and 

Market Engagement Questionnaire 
o Copy of the Presentation at the Industry Open Day 
o Questions and answer document covering the Questions following the presentation 

and also the three Discussion Groups - Funding and Approval, Design and 
Procurement. 

o Delegates List 
 

We are currently in the process of obtaining planning permission which we hope to 
secure by the end of the year.  We are in detailed negotiations with landowners and 
hoping to secure land by agreement but will use compulsory purchase if required.  
 
See more information and to keep up to date with developments on the project 
website    
http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/a120bypass 
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A120 BYPASS (LITTLE HADHAM) AND FLOOD ALLEVIATION SCHEME 

SUPPLIER BRIEFING DOCUMENT  
FOR INDUSTRY OPEN DAY 30th SEPTEMBER 2016  

HERTFORDSHIRE DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
HERTFORDSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 

This Briefing Document sets out the current proposals and options in relation to 
procurement of the main construction contract of the A120 Bypass (Little Hadham) and 
Flood Alleviation Scheme. 

 
The Briefing Document has been prepared for the Pre-procurement Market 
Engagement which includes the Industry Open Day, on 30th September 2016 at 
Hertfordshire Development Centre. 
 
The purpose of the pre-procurement market engagement process is to: 

 
o Inform interested suppliers of the procurement route for the scheme, in advance of 

the publication of the OJEU notice and issue of the Pre-Qualification Questionnaire 
and other documentation. 
 

o Inform suppliers of the  arrangements for the scheme, with Hertfordshire County 
Council (the Council) and Environment Agency (EA) as joint promoters 

 
o Provide the opportunity for interested suppliers to seek clarification on our 

procurement strategy and provide feedback by completing the Market Engagement 
Questionnaire and attending the Industry Open Day 

 
o Identify areas where the market requires further information. 

 
o Instil confidence in the market on the project, team and its approach 

 
2. Format for the day 

 
 09.30 Registration and Refreshments 
 
 10.00 Presentation and Question and Answer session 
 
 12.00 Discussion Groups and light lunch 
 
 14.00  Close 
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3. Description of Scheme 
 

The proposed scheme involves building a bypass around the village of Little Hadham 
whilst also creating a flood alleviation scheme.  This will lead to improvements in journey 
time and a reduction in flood risk.   A short description of both elements of the scheme are 
set out below but further details can be found on our project website 
http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/transtreets/mts/ltbA120BP/ 
 

3.1 Bypass 
 
The proposed bypass will consist of 3.9km of new single carriageway with a national 
speed limit. The typical carriageway width will be 9.3 m (excluding verges), which will 
consist of two 3.65 m wide lanes, with a 1 m hard strip on either side or the carriageway.  
 
The proposed bypass will also include a differential acceleration lane on the exit from the 
western roundabout, and a 1 km eastbound climbing lane in the middle of the proposed 
scheme due to the gradient of the carriageway. In addition, the typical cross section will 
include 2.5 m grass verges along both sides of the proposed bypass, increasing in width 
to accommodate forward visibility requirements and bridge piers as required. The 
proposed bypass, with the exceptions of the roundabouts, will not have road lighting. In 
keeping with the rural setting, there is a significant landscaping element. 

 
The proposed bypass will include two all-movement roundabouts, one at either end of the 
scheme:  

 
� Tilekiln Roundabout, and  
� Hadham Park Roundabout.  

 
The proposed bypass will also include a bridge taking the existing Albury Road over the 
proposed bypass, and two accommodation overbridges catering for local access for 
agricultural vehicles and Public Rights of Way.  

 
3.2 Flood Alleviation Scheme 

 
The bypass route crosses the River Ash and Albury tributary watercourses north of 
Little Hadham. There is therefore potential to create a flood alleviation scheme in 
conjunction with the bypass. The road embankments would act as dams and 
temporarily store storm water behind them. This storage will help to reduce the risk of 
flooding downstream in Little Hadham by collecting floodwaters and releasing them 
when a storm has passed. 

In addition, the Lloyd Taylor Drain, south of the existing A120, will be diverted 
around the edge of the field adjacent to Lloyd Taylor Close. This will help to reduce 
flood risk at properties on Spindle Hill and around The Ash traffic lights. 

These measures will make a significant reduction to the flood risk in The Ash and 
The Ford, Little Hadham. 
 
The proposed flood alleviation scheme will include:  
 
� Albury Tributary Flood Storage Area,  
� River Ash Flood Storage Area, 
� Works to Upwick Road, and  
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� Lloyd Taylor Drain Realignment.  
 
The flood storage elements of the project require the appointment of a Reservoir 
Construction Engineer, who has been appointed by the EA.  Both the detailed designer, 
Arup, and the contractor will need to work closely with the appointed person to follow a 
completion and certification process which will be outlined in the contract documents. 
 

3.3 Early Works 
Some minor works including accommodation works, utility diversions and environmental 
mitigation measures may be carried out in advance of the main construction works to 
help facilitate the smooth delivery of the project.   

 
 
4. Basis of Procurement 
 

The project is to be delivered in a partnership between Hertfordshire County Council 
(“the Council”) and the Environment Agency (EA). The Council are leading the 
procurement and will be the Employer under the contract.  
 

4.1 Design 
The Employer is taking responsibility for the design of the works which is being 
undertaken by Opus Arup.  The design of the works is currently nearing completion of 
the detailed design phase. Early Contractor Involvement is being used in relation to 
design input. 
 

4.2 Contract Route 
The main construction works will be let in a single contract procured via the OJEU route.  
This has been selected as the option best suited to allow full participation from 
appropriate contractors for these works.  A pre-qualification stage will be used to 
select a shortlist of suitably qualified bidders to tender for the project. 
 

4.3 Contract Form 
The NEC3 Standard Form of Contract with limited amendments will be used.  Both 
Option A and Option C are currently under consideration. 

 
 

5. Planning and funding 
 
The scheme is the Council’s number one priority transport project.  The initial business 
case was approved by the Department for Transport (DfT) and Hertfordshire Local 
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) in 2014 as it demonstrated very high value for money. The 
majority of the scheme’s funding was secured from the DfT via the LEP as part of their 
Strategic Economic Plan. The remaining funding has been secured from Hertfordshire 
County Council and the Environment Agency.  
 
We are currently in the process of obtaining planning permission which we hope to 
secure by the end of the year.  We are in detailed negotiations with landowners and 
hoping to secure land by agreement but will use compulsory purchase if required.  
 
See more information on the project website   
http://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/transtreets/mts/ltbA120BP/ 
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6. Pre-Procurement Market Engagement (PPME) 
 

6.1 The Council will consider the feedback and responses received to help inform the 
Council’s options and further decision making. For the avoidance of doubt, this stage of 
the project is not part of a formal procurement process and the Council is not committing, 
at this stage, to carrying out such a process.  

 
6.2 Participation or non-participation in the pre-procurement market engagement process 

shall not prevent any supplier participating in a potential future procurement, nor is it 
intended that any information supplied as part of the pre-procurement process shall place 
any supplier at an advantage in a potential procurement process nor will information 
supplied form part of a contract.  

 
6.3 Participation in the pre-procurement market engagement procurement process will be at 

each supplier’s own cost. No expense in responding to this process will be reimbursed by 
the Council.  

         
6.4 The Council will not enter into a contract based solely on the responses to this PIN and 

no information contained in the documents or in any communication made between the 
Council and any supplier in connection with its pre-procurement market engagement 
shall be relied upon as constituting a contract, agreement or representation that any 
contract shall be awarded. 
 

6.5 The Council is required when procuring works to act in accordance with the principles of 
equal treatment, non-discrimination and transparency.  The Council cannot guarantee to 
provide responses to all questions on the day and does not undertake to keep any 
question (whether raised in advance or at the Industry Open Day) confidential. In 
completing the Market Engagement Questionnaire you expressly agree to any question 
along with any answers to those questions being shared with all persons expressing an 
interest in the project.  The Council will however provide a written summary of all 
questions and answers, without identifying who raised the question, to all attendees at the 
Industry Open Day, and to all suppliers who completed the Market Engagement 
Questionnaire. 
 
 

7. Programme 
 

The anticipated key dates for the programme are as follows: 
 
PIN for Industry Open Day 7th  September 2016

Industry Open Day 30th September 2016

Place OJEU Notice April 2017

PQQ Submission Closing Date May 2017

Tender Period July – October 2017

Award of Contract Winter 2017

Construction commencement Spring 2018

Construction completion Autumn 2019
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Soft Market Testing 

A120 Bypass (Little Hadham) and 
Flood Alleviation Scheme 
 
Market Engagement Questionnaire  

This questionnaire needs to be completed in full and returned, in accordance with the 
instructions contained within the pre-procurement market engagement documentation 
and on-screen instructions in the In-Tend system.  Any queries or clarification questions 
related to this process must be raised through the correspondence area in the in-tend 
system.  

Completed Questionnaires must be uploaded into In-Tend by: 

12 noon on Friday 23rd September 2016 

 

This Market Engagement Questionnaire should be read in conjunction with the Supplier 
Briefing Document for the Industry Open Day.   

Any supporting documents, e.g. case studies should be cross referenced to the 
question in the questionnaire. 
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Questionnaire 

Organisation Profile 
Name of Organisation  

 
Contact Details   

 
e-mail address   

 
 
No Question Response 
1.1 Would you be interested in taking 

part in the procurement process 
for the main construction works? 

(a) Yes 
(b) No 

 

1.2 If no could you explain the 
reasons you will not be expressing 
interest to be considered for 
bidding for the works. 
 
 
 

 

2 Please briefly detail your 
experience in the construction of 
highway bypass schemes 

 

3.1 Please briefly detail your 
experience in the construction of 
flood alleviation schemes.   
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3.2 Please detail your experience in 
the approval process associated 
with reservoirs  

 

4 Please detail your experience of 
working with NEC contracts over 
the last five years (including 
numbers, values and types of 
schemes) 

 

5 Please outline your experience of 
working with NEC Option A 
including your views on the pros 
and cons 

 

6 Please outline your experience of 
working with NEC Option C 
including your views on the pros 
and cons 

 

7.1 Do you consider the main 
programme timescales to be 
realistic? 

(a) Yes 
(b) No 

 

7.2 If no please provide further 
provide your reasoning. 
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8 What do you consider to be the 
key risks for the project? 

 

9.1 Please give an indication of the 
number of large tenders you will 
bidding for during the next 12 
months? 
 
 
 

 

9.2 How many of the above tenders 
are of a similar nature to these 
works? 
 
 
 

 

10 Please indicate which of the 
following represents your current 
annual turnover 

(a) >£10m 
(b) £10-£50m 
(c) £50-£100m 
(d) £100-£500m 
(e) £500m+ 

 

11 Do you have any additional 
comments or suggestions that you 
believe should be considered? 
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12 Please detail any questions that 
you would like answered.  We will 
endeavour to include questions 
and the answers in the Q&A 
session following the presentation. 

 

 

We will not treat as confidential, any information submitted in response to this 
process, and respondents should note that we are subject to the requirements 
under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and the Environmental Information 
Regulations 2004 and may be obliged to disclose responses. 

Participation in the pre-procurement market engagement procurement process 
will be at each supplier’s own cost. No expense in responding to this process will 
be reimbursed by the Council. 
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Industry Open Day: 30th September 2016
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Welcome

Mike Younghusband

Head of Highways Operations and Strategy

Hertfordshire County Council
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Industry Open Day - Overview

� Presentation
• Background

• Scheme Overview

• Flood Alleviation Scheme

• Design

• Procurement

• Q&A

� Discussion Groups
• Funding & Approvals

• Design & Construction

• Procurement

� Lunch
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Background

David Burt

Project Sponsor

Hertfordshire County Council
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Scheme Overview - Location

A120 key east-west route in the county
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Background to Scheme

Highway issues
� Signal controlled staggered crossroads 
in village causes significant congestion 
during peak hours

� Proximity of adjacent historic buildings 
limit online options 

� Road traffic predicted to increase with 
economic growth in the area.

� Desire to:
• Reduce journey times along A120
• Increase quality of life for Little 

Hadham residents
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Background to Scheme

Flood issues 
� 71 properties at risk from 1 in 100 

chance of flooding, with first 
properties at risk from a 1in 5 
chance flood event

� Flooding within the centre of the 
village (most recent in Feb 2014)

� Six extensive flooding events 
between 1947 and 2014, 
three since 2000

� Desire to reduce risk of 
flooding to Little Hadham and 
Hadham Ford
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Scheme Overview - HCC/EA relationship

� Jointly promoted and 
funded

� To maximise the reduction 
in flood risk by partnering 
with bypass project

� Delivery of wider benefits 
that would otherwise be 
unaffordable

� Collaboration agreement 
established to set out how 
project managed between 
partners
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Joint Scheme Objectives

1. To decrease the journey time along the A120 between Bishop’s 
Stortford and the A10 by providing a local bypass at Little Hadham 
in scale with the other sections of the route by 2019.

2. To reduce the risk of fluvial flooding in Little Hadham and 
communities to the south by working with the Environment 
Agency to deliver integral flood attenuation areas as part of the 
delivery of the bypass.

3. To reduce severance in the centre of Little Hadham by removal of 
the majority of the through traffic congestion and, as a result, 
improving the overall well-being of residents in Little Hadham.
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Funding Update

� Initial business case was approved by the Department for Transport (DfT) 
and Hertfordshire Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) in 2014

� Majority of the scheme’s funding (£27.4m) was secured from the DfT via the 
LEP as part of their Strategic Economic Plan

� Remaining funding has been secured from Hertfordshire County Council 
and the Environment Agency.

� Final approval retained by DfT as a local major scheme.
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Planning & Approvals

Planning
� Planning application lodged and paused
� Additional information to be submitted shortly
� Planning decision expected in early 2017

Land
� Landowner agreements under way
� Compulsory purchase to be used if needed
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Design & Procurement

Design
� Traditional – Employer Designed

Procurement
� NEC Contract
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Communications 
� Preplanning application consultation and exhibition undertaken in 

October 2014
� Relationships built and continue to be maintained with local 

stakeholders and public during planning period and design 
development

� HCC/EA wish to continue and enhance these during construction 
phase

We are looking for a contractor with good ideas to maintain these good  
relationships.

Activities our previous contractors have done 
include:
� School liaison
� Public information events
� Community newsletters
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Scheme Overview

Darren Granger

Project Manager

Hertfordshire County Council
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Scheme Layout Overview

Tilekiln
Roundabout

Hadham Park
Roundabout

Hadham Park
Underpass

Cradle End
Brook Culvert

Mill Mound
Bridge

Eastbound
Climbing Lane

Albury Road
Bridge

River Ash
FSA

Albury
Tributary

FSA

Upwick Green
Road

Lloyd Taylor
Drain Diversion
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Key Points
� 3.9km single carriageway bypass with roundabouts at tie-ins
� 9 new Structures

• 4 bridges (2 for spillways)
• 1 underpass
• 4 culverts

� Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS) 
� Street lighting at roundabouts
� Noise bunds/barriers
� Environmental mitigation - hedgerows & planting
� Fencing – deer, safety, boundary 
� Overall cross-section includes maintenance access strips and

land drainage cut-off ditches

Bypass Key Elements 
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Flood Alleviation Scheme

Steve Whipp

Operational Client

Environment Agency
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Flood Alleviation Measures

� To reduce fluvial flood risk by 
temporarily storing flood water 
and a diverting watercourse

� To deliver flood management 
assets with the best whole life 
value.

� New flood assets that are low 
maintenance and compatible 
with existing systems

Objectives
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Flood Alleviation Layout

Albury Tributary
FSA

Lloyd Taylor Drain
Diversion 

Hadham Park 
Roundabout

Tilekiln
Roundabout

River Ash
FSA
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Flood Storage Scheme Elements

� Earthwork Embankment
� Impermeable upstream face
� Sheet pile cut-off
� River Culvert including flow 

control
� Spillway and weir
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Reservoir Features
� Toe drainage
� Embankment protected against burrowing animals

� Inlet structures, with trash screens
� Flow control penstocks incorporating orifices
� Emergency drawdown penstocks, with remote 

operation
� Outlet structures with security screens

� Landings for grab lorry access to trash screens
� River access for vehicles and people

� Water level measurement equipment
� Telemetry to feed water level information into EA 

systems
� Occasional use lighting
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Reservoir Regulation

� Storage volume means that reservoir legislation will apply to the River 
Ash Flood Storage Reservoir (FSR)

� Albury Tributaries FSR upstream of homes so is designed to the same 
standards

� Need to meet design and monitoring requirements of the Reservoirs 
Act 1975 (as amended since)

� Independent qualified civil engineer to oversee the design, construction 
and certification of the reservoirs, the ‘Construction Engineer’ (CE).

� CE will wish to be present when some reservoir safety critical 
operations carried out or completed.
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Reservoir Certification Process
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Lloyd Taylor Drain

Watercourse diverted 
along new alignment

New culvert 
under road

Existing LTD channel and 
culvert retained to take 

remaining catchment area 
in bottom of field

Existing channel 
returned to field

New farm 
access ford
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Design

Oliver Nicholas

Design Project Manager

Arup
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Scheme Layout

Albury Tributary
FSA

Lloyd Taylor Drain
Diversion 

Hadham Park 
Roundabout

Tilekiln
Roundabout

River Ash
FSA

Mill Mound
Bridge

Hadham Park
Bridge

Cradle End Brook
Culvert

Albury Road
Bridge

Differential 
Acceleration Lane

Eastbound
Crawler Lane
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Site Access & Compounds

Albury Tributary
FSA

Lloyd Taylor Drain
Diversion 

Hadham Park 
Roundabout

Tilekiln
Roundabout

River Ash
FSA

Mill Mound
Bridge

Hadham Park
Bridge

Cradle End Brook
Culvert

Albury Road
Bridge

Differential 
Acceleration Lane

Eastbound
Crawler Lane
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Earthworks & Pavement
Earthworks

� Two significant cuttings 
� Tilekiln Cutting – 50,000m3
� Albury Road Cutting 51,000m3

Pavement
� Mainline 51,000m2 new construction
� Side Roads and Roundabouts 8,500m2 combination of full depth 

construction and overlay

� Two significant embankments
� Albury Tributary FSA – 16,000m3
� River Ash FSA – 92,000m3

Cutting

Cutting

Embankment

Embankment

Albury Road
Bridge
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Overbridges
Albury Road Bridge
� 3 span integral steel composite bridge
� Total structure length – 54m  
� Deck cross section – 10.6m (single carriageway) 
� Piled foundations

Mill Mound Bridge
� Carries Mill Mound track over A120
� 3 Span integral steel composite bridge
� Total structure length – 52m
� Deck cross section – 7.5m (farm track)
� Shallow foundations
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Other Highway Structures
Cradle End Brook culverts
� 3 no. culverts (1.8m x 4m, 2m x 

1.5m, 2m x 1.5m)
� precast concrete culvert
� total culvert length – approx. 20m

Hadham Park Underpass 
� accommodation underpass for 

land owner
� 1 span reinforced concrete box 
� internal clearway 7m x 5m
� length of structure approx. 20m

plan showing location

Cradle End Brook culvert

Lloyd Taylor Drain culvert

Hadham Park 
Roundabout

Tilekiln
Roundabout
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Albury Tributaries Flood Storage Reservoir

Underbridge & Spillway
� single span integral precast 

beam bridge 
� total bridge length – 19m  
� bridge deck cross section –

17m 
� piled foundations
� reinforced concrete weir 

and spillway

Control Culvert
� insitu reinforced concrete 

culvert
� total culvert length – 64m 
� In channel scour protection 
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River Ash Flood Storage Reservoir

Underbridge & Spillway
� carries A120 over River Ash spillway 
� single span integral pc beam bridge 
� total structure length – 28m  
� deck cross section – 15m (single 

carriageway) 
� piled foundations
� reinforced concrete weir and spillway

Control Culvert
� carries River Ash through A120 

embankment
� insitu reinforced concrete culvert
� total culvert length – 100m
� In channel scour protection 
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Lloyd Taylor Drain Diversion

Lloyd Taylor Culvert
� precast concrete culvert
� 1.5 x1.5m
� total culvert length approx. 14m  

Watercourse
� Approx. 500m new watercourse
� culvert under existing highway
� In channel scour protection
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Utilities

River Ash FSA

River Ash Flood Storage Area
� UKPN 11kv

Albury Road
� Utility diversions from existing road into 

bridge. 
� Water main, sewer rising main and BT

Albury Road Bridge
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Utilities

Hadham Roundabout
� Utilities within  existing carriageway verge
� UKPN, BT, Affinity Water, low pressure gas

Lloyd Taylor Drain
� Diverted to side of proposed culvert

• Affinity Water
• BT
• low pressure gas 

� Replacement in-situ
• Water main
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Accommodation Works

Main accommodation works
� Mill Mound Bridge
� Hadham Park Underpass

Other accommodation works
� Modifications to impacted highway accesses 
� Fencing 
� Gates
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Environmental Works

Key mitigation works
� newt ponds
� noise barriers/bunds 
� owl & bat hop over planting 
� hedgerow and tree planting
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Risk reduction activities

Buildability reviews/ Early Contractor Involvement

� Buildability review undertaken during planning stage

� Further buildability review being undertaken as part of detailed 
design stage

� Review of risk allocation within contract
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Risk reduction activities

Land and access

� temporary land included within CPO suitable for
• site compounds
• temporary working areas
• potential haul route

� review of temporary traffic management requirements
• advanced discussions with HCC Network Management to 

understand their requirements
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Risk reduction activities

Engineering surveys
� Geotechnical Site Investigation
� Engineering Geophysical Survey at flood embankments
� Site wide local grid topographical survey

Existing utilities
� Review of options to de-risk main construction programme
� Review of benefits/opportunities to deliver some in advance

Advanced works
� Reviewing opportunities for some environmental mitigation and  

accommodation works being delivered in advance of main contract
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Procurement

Emma O’Brien

Procurement Team

Arup
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Procurement Strategy

� Single contract

� Employer designed

� OJEU route

� Prequalification stage

� NEC contract 

� Lump sum or target cost with a GMP

� Collaborative approach

� Limited amendments to contract
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HCC EA

Site Team

The Employer - HCC/EA relationship

� Jointly promoted

� Collaboration agreement 
sets out how project 
managed

� HCC is the Employer

� Contractual relationships

� Approval process 

Joint Project Sponsor Team

Legal Collaboration Agreement

Contractor

ECC 
Project 

Manager 

Construction 
Engineer

(Reservoir)

Arup
Designer
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Requirements to Tender

� Previous highway experience

� Experience in flood alleviation measures

� Collaborative approach

� Community engagement focus

� Price/quality ratio

Monitor Procurement Page on website for regular updates
www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/transtreets/mts/ltbA120BP/
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Project Timescales - procurement

Sept 2016

• Industry 
Day

April 2017

• Place 
OJEU 
Notice

May 2017

• PQQ 
Submission 
Closing 
Date

Jul – Oct 2017

• Tender 
Period
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Project Timescales - construction

winter 2017

• Contract 
award

spring 2018

• Commence 
construction

autumn 2019

• Complete 
construction

Defects 
completion

• Reservoir 
sign off

Future Key Dates

Procurement phase – late spring 2017 – early 2018

Construction phase - spring 2018 to autumn 2019
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Summing Up

Mike Younghusband

Head of Highways Operations and Strategy

Hertfordshire County Council
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Rest of day/close

� Q & A

� Discussion groups

� Lunch

� Outstanding questionnaires

� Any further thoughts by email to a120bypass@hertfordshire.gov.uk
by 7th October 2016

THANK YOU
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A120 Bypass (Little Hadham) and Flood Alleviation Scheme  

 
Pre-procurement Market Engagement  

 
Questions and Answers 

 
 

The Presentation given on the day is provided separately within the output pack. 

 

Question and Answers Session (after the presentation) 

1 Q: What are the main measures of the Business Case cost/benefit ratio?  How was this 

calculated and the benefits identified? 

 

 A: The cost/benefit ratio used Department of Transport (DfT) guidance, based on Webtag. 

The bypass benefit was mainly based on time saving measures. The cost/benefit ratio for 

the project was very high. 

 

  

2 Q: Were any wider benefits included in the cost/benefit measurements?    

 

 A: The DfT cost/benefit ratio was measured on highway benefit only. It did not include the 

Flood Alleviation benefits.   

The benefits of flood protection are realised through the Environment Agency funding 

stream.   

  

3 Q: Will competitive dialogue form part of the proposed procurement process? 

  

 A: No, competitive dialogue (CD) is not intended to be used.   This was considered along 

with the other procurement procedures when establishing the procurement strategy for 

the project but was felt to be unnecessary as the scheme will be well defined.   

 

The Council has a lot of experience of CD but it is very costly and time consuming for both 

contractors and the Council and would only be used for such procurements which meet 

the criteria set out in the Public Contracts Regulations 2015. 

 

  

4 Q: Will Arup undertake archaeological mitigation works ahead of the main construction 

works? 

 

 A: The outcome of the archaeology survey is yet to be determined. (Cotswold 

Archaeology survey works completed on 9
th

 September 2016, and the report is pending.) 

The findings will be reviewed, but it is likely that any mitigation works will be sub-

contracted to a specialist contractor. 
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5 Q: Innovation does not appear as a ‘tag line’ on the literature. Are there opportunities for 

contractors to bring innovation to the procurement process? 

 

 A: The plan is to follow a more traditional contract, with a high level of specification 

detailed for the contractor to construct. As the design would be ‘pinned down’, it was 

recognised that there may be little opportunity to bring innovation to the design.  

Demonstrating innovation in construction methodology / programme, and innovation in 

‘softer’ areas such as community engagement may have a part to play however. 

 

It is important for Hertfordshire County Council and the Environment Agency to 

understand the whole life costing for the scheme, especially given the pressures on 

maintenance budgets. The Council has, on occasions, regretted bringing innovation into 

the highway network as it has not performed as well as expected and created 

maintenance issues. A key constraint for the Council is to ensure ‘easy’ maintenance 

which is resilient and reliable.  

 

There is potential to rationalise the requirements for the scheme in relation to some of 

the materials specified.  Feeding rationalisation of maintenance into the scheme for HCC 

and EA is a key element. 

 

  

6 Q:  Did the community welcome the plans and is there any opposition to the scheme? 

 

 A: The alignment has now been agreed, and the proposals are generally well received. 

Little Hadham Parish Council is supportive of the proposals, recognising the benefits the 

scheme will bring to the village. There is no organised objection group actively 

campaigning against the scheme.  There will be interest and concern over potential 

disruption during the construction however. 

 

Rights of Way consultees have been actively engaged in the development of the scheme 

and a number of measures have been included in the proposals to overcome the concerns 

raised. 

 

The parish council supports the scheme, especially in relation to the benefits being 

realised through the flood attenuation element, and are generally very active. Engaging 

with them should be a positive experience. 

 

  

7 Q: Could the A120 set out the timings for the procurement process and any potential 

‘stumbling’ points.  Is the OJEU dependant on planning? 

 

 A:  The anticipated timeline is detailed within the presentation.  Planning approval is 

(subject to due process) expected to be in place by spring 2017, after which an OJEU 

notice would be published. It is expected that 5 - 6 contractors would be taken through 

after the Pre-Qualification stage.  

 

Hertfordshire County Council is the planning authority considering the application.  
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Questions and issues discussed in the Funding and Approval Discussion Group 

8 Q: Could the A120 team set out the funding process and if there is any potential 

‘stumbling’ points to receiving funding? 

 

 A: The majority of funding for the scheme came through the Local Enterprise Partnership, 

2014 Single Local Growth Fund application which covers the period to 2021. The scheme 

is considered a DfT retained local scheme. Full and final funding will not be confirmed 

until the contract award price is confirmed.  

 

The money is held by DfT and will be transferred to HCC at contract award. 

 

   

9 Q: What was the total expected cost for the project and what are the considered risks to 

the budget? 

 

 A: It is expected that the construction cost for the bypass and flood alleviation scheme 

will be in the region of £20-25 million. Overall circa £30 million has been included in the 

budget, which allows for the scheme design and ‘post bypass construction’ 

enhancements in Little Hadham village. The funding is made up of £27.4 million through 

the Local Enterprise Partnership, circa £1 million through the Environment Agency. 

Funding from Hertfordshire County Council is included in the capital programme.     

 

The key risk for the budget is construction inflation. The Guaranteed Maximum Price 

(GMP), which the Council may build into the procurement process will allay some of 

those concerns.    

 

  

10 Q: The GMP is linked to inflation.  Is there any direction available about the likely quality 

process ratio that the Council will apply? 

 

 A: Various ratios were discussed but this element has not yet been confirmed.  Please see 

also responses A20 and A29 

 

  

11 Q: What were the deposits of clay like? 

 

 A: There have been a number of geophysical surveys, and the detailed information will 

be made available through the tender process. 

 

The ground investigation has shown alluvial till over an underlying chalk with a clay layer. 

This varies across the site. It is anticipated that sufficient site won clay will be available 

on site for the flood attenuation embankments. 
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12 Q: What access arrangements were being made for construction? 

 

 A: The proposed Compulsory Purchase Order provides for accesses off the A120 bypass 

and Albury Road.  

 

There may be scope for other access through the local accesses, but private arrangement 

may need to be considered between the contractor and the local landowners. The area is 

mainly arable farmland. 

 

Discussions have commenced with landowners regarding the acquisition of land, but a 

CPO will be drafted in tandem. There is potential for the CPO process to end up at a 

Public Inquiry but, to date, discussions have been constructive.    

  

  

13 Q:  Who is the Reservoir Engineer and is there a need for a Reservoir Engineer to be 

included in the contractor’s price? 

 

 A: Tim Hill (of Mott Macdonald) has been employed and it is anticipated that he will 

remain for the duration of the project..   See Answer 23.  If a contractor appointed 

Reservoir Engineer is required, it will be included in the procurement documentation. 

 

  

14 Q: How long has the scheme been around for? 

 

 A: the scheme was initially raised back in the 1970’s. Re-engagement with the project 

was made around 2007, however, due to the recession the scheme was again put on 

hold. Funding was identified for the scheme in 2014 and the planning process was re-

started.  
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Questions and issues discussed  in the Design Discussion Group 

15 Q: Will the Contractors chosen method of construction for the culverts be considered? 

 

 A: The Project Team is considering both pre-cast and in situ methods for the culverts – the 

EA preference is for in-situ for the FAS culverts due to past joint issues with pre-cast units. 

 

 Q: Does this apply to the Lloyd Taylor drain? 

 

 A: The project team is considering both pre-cast and in situ methods for the culvert.  It is 

likely that the design team will specify a precast culvert in this location. The design 

includes the need for clear delineation of responsibilities for the new assets post-project. 

 

  

16 Q: Is there an intention to re-model existing land behind the reservoir? 

 

 A: No, this land will continue in its current agricultural use. 

 

  

17 Q: Will the Contractor have an opportunity to improve on the design? 

 

 A: The importance of lifetime costs was emphasised.  Do you think we have missed 

opportunities?  Just to be clear, we are looking at whole-life costs and minimal 

maintenance and whilst we can never say never to contractor’s proposals they will be 

judged on the criteria set out in the tender documents. 

 

  

18 Q: Is there an intention to share the outputs from build-ability reviews? 

 

 A: Yes it is intended for transparency that all information given and received during these 

reviews and decisions made will be made available during the main contract tender 

process. 

 

We need to be looking at the overall requirements.  We are working within clear 

constraints of a design that has been sufficiently developed to obtain full planning 

consent and a defined land-take. 

 

  

19 Q: So far as the specification of certain materials is concerned, could the Contractor 

suggest alternatives? 

 

 A: It is likely that specification will include permitted options. This will be based on 

HCC/EA preferred options for maintenance.  

 

 Q: Will there be an opportunity to buy more expensive materials if this led to greater 

longevity? 

 

 A: We would consider including this in the light of whole life costing.  
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 Q: Is the quality of the on-site clay good? What were results of the site GI?  

 

 A: We are still investigating this.  The larger the clay wedge required, the lower the quality 

of the material would be suitable which increases the likelihood this could be won on site.  

We want to maximise the use of the clay available in Site won material for the Dam – we 

want to avoid having to bring this material in and have moved, in design terms, to using a 

large clay wedge.  We are confident, as a result of the GI work carried out so far, that 

suitable material will be available on-site.  Any unused material excavated can be used 

elsewhere. 

 

  

20 Q: Will you be looking for a Quality weighted bid? 

 

 A: This is undecided as yet.  Recent EA contracts have been 60:40 quality biased or 50:50 

quality: cost.   See also answers A10 and A29 

 

  

21 Q:  What happens if there is a severe weather event (i.e. flooding) during construction? 

 

 A: There is a risk of weather disrupting construction as this phase occurs over two 

summers and one winter.  We are looking at constructing the two FAS culverts online and 

one offline. We are also still reviewing to understand how this risk will be reflected in the 

contract.  

 

 Q: What is the rationale for online construction at River Ash? 

 

 A: The catchment dictates smaller disruption thus offline is better.  I explained the flood 

event likelihood during my presentation, and severe weather events mainly occur during 

winter though a summer thunderstorm could occur.  

 

 Q: Do the river levels drop quickly? 

 

 A: Yes.  During the construction period watercourse flows will have to be re-routed.  River 

gauges are present at both Little Hadham itself and Furneux Pelham upstream.  Does the 

18 month construction period seem OK to you?  (General consensus from the Group). 

 

  

22 Q: Are the Earthworks balanced? 

 

 A: Yes, they are generally balanced.  The scheme profile has been designed to achieve a 

materials balance.  There is a small surplus of topsoil. There have been discussions with 

landowners regarding take-back this material post construction to be distributed to 

surrounding agricultural land.  Landowners have been informed of the GI work. 
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23 Q: Who’s going to be the Reservoir Engineer? 

 

 A: The Reservoir Engineer has been appointed and it is Tim Hill, Mott Macdonald in 

Cambridge, who some of you might know.  He’s attended various design workshops and 

been consulted by Arup in developing the designs. He will be signing off the designs in a 

shadow approval role to indicate he is satisfied from a reservoir safety perspective.  

 

  

24 Q: What is really the likelihood of a flooding event during construction? 

 

 A: Traditionally the contract risk is up to a one-in-ten chance of it happening.  The last 

major flood event in this area was in 2001, with two minor ones affecting the village more 

recently.  Any flood water should stay in the channel at the Albury Tributary site, although 

due to the flat nature of the Ash valley bottom some flooding could be expected there. 

 

 Q: So the village ‘cops it’ – could construction work make things worse? 

 

 A: We are not happy to connect the diverted Lloyd Taylor Drain before the flood storage 

areas are operating.  We will specify the order the flood alleviation elements can be 

commissioned in in the main procurement documents.  

 

  

25 Q: What were the key Buildability issues from the review undertaken? 

 

 A: We have increased the area of the site boundary to include site compound areas.  

 

So far as current traffic is concerned, it can take up to half-an-hour to get through Little 

Hadham in peak times presently.  We are modelling possible traffic management options 

and discussing with network management so key constraints can be part of the tender 

package. 

 

The proposed works have been designed to be outside the current highways boundary 

and kept as simple as possible. 

 

HCC Highways Network Management will have to be consulted to ensure that the A120 

flows are managed, particularly during construction of the two roundabouts – from initial 

conversations they are a little more relaxed about road closures of the minor roads. 

 

The road raising on Upwick Green Road may have working time constraints as it is the 

primary route to Upwick Green, the alternative being circuitous, and potentially 

emergency vehicle access maintained. 
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26 Q: Who uses the A120? 

 

 A: The A120 is the main westerly route into Stansted Airport.  It is one of the few major 

East-West routes in Hertfordshire – most are North-South. 

 

The A120 east of Stansted has recently been made a dual-carriageway.  Current traffic 

volume doesn’t justify making the whole of the A120 from the A10 to Stansted a dual-

carriageway. If we go down the CPO route, we can’t take land for an un-justified dual 

carriageway.  

 

  

27 Q: Are any Aquifers likely to be affected by construction? 

 

 A: We are reviewing this at the moment. There is a zone 1 source protection zone near 

Albury Road Bridge. You can never really fully seal chalk and it’s near the surface at the 

bottom of the valley. 

 

  

28 Q: Are Stansted Airport Stakeholders in this scheme? 

 

 A: Yes – they are making a financial contribution to the scheme. 
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Questions and issues discussed in the Procurement Discussion Group 

29 Q: The price quality split will depend upon whether you use NEC option A or C.  Option 

A should be Price orientated but Option C should be Quality orientated but there 

doesn’t seem to be any room for innovation in construction within the way you suggest 

you will be procuring? 

 

 A: It will not be just price - there will be quality elements included.  Our Members are 

conscious that highway matters have a big influence on elections and how the public 

perceive the service the local authority gives. Therefore we also have to consider how 

we balance the desire to deliver a high quality scheme (Capital) that may be hard to 

maintain (Revenue).  Innovation is welcomed, but not if we end up with bespoke 

elements that add a significant cost to our asset base. 

 

The route has been fixed and we know what we want in terms of design, therefore we 

are looking for innovation around construction techniques. 

 

We will also be looking for a contractor who can work effectively with the directly 

affected landowners & local community. 

 

HCC will be seeking a collaborative partner, not just a contractor who can technically 

deliver the project. Price certainty is more important than lowest price. 
See also answers A10 and A20 

 

  

30 Q: How can you make the Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) in Option C work using 

the pain/gain mechanism? 

 

 A: It is not necessary to adjust the contract clauses – a GMP can be achieved purely 

through the way the share mechanism is set in the Contract Data.  It could be fixed at 

105% or 100% of the target but generally close to the target to produce a narrow band 

(above the target).  

 

  

31 Q: There seems to be no point having Option C unless the contractor is offered a 

greater share below the line which would make it more collaborative. 
 

 A: Option C focuses the contractor on cost and on achieving buying gains in the letting 

of all the subcontract packages to try to beat the target.  A greater share below the 

target is possible and the bands will be wider. 

 

 There was some discussion around pain/gain share, including whether the incentive 

should be equal.  Contractors suggested a greater share below the line would be more 

collaborative, so if the GMP was set at 105% then the incentive could be for the 

contractor to take all the gain at below 95%, e.g. if costs come in at 90% then 5% (95-

100%) is shared and the contractor get all of the other 5% (90-95%). 

 

It was noted that the contract needs to offer a sufficient opportunity / incentive for 

bidders to ensure a range of competitive tender returns. 
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32 There was discussion around Leeds City Council using with an innovative pain/gain 

mechanism which worked well.  They did amend the contract to cover the process.  

This was for a £50m highway scheme.  They used Option C but changed the share 

percentage. There was some value engineering but they weren’t at 100% design. 

 

 The Council will contact Leeds to find out more and consider.  

 

HCC has in the past in certain contracts made considerable amendments to the 

standard contract.  Experience has indicated that this can sometimes lead to a 

difference in interpretation and complex contract administration. If amendments can 

add value and their implications and intentions fully understood then HCC is happy to 

include them.  

 

 There was some discussion re the relative merits of Option A and Option C.  Delegates 

around the table did not think that Option A would result in a good value scheme. 

However, the extra administrative costs of Option C are a factor for consideration. 

 

  

33 Q: How will the administration of NEC work?  Disallowed costs are not well defined and 

can cause issues so would you consider amending the definition? 

 

 A: We will manage the contract well and work together with contractor to manage 

risks. We will set out a charter to develop the collaborative approach.   

 

We believe that the Disallowed Costs definition  is already clear enough.  Early 

Warnings should prevent Disallowed Costs.  

 

  

34 Q: (from the Council) Any views on the impact of Brexit? 
 

 A: Contractors noted the buoyant market and suggested there could be a capacity 

issue. The potential impact of concurrent projects such as HS2, A14 and Hinkley was 

noted.  November is a key date with lots of large schemes coming on stream.  There is 

lots of work in the private sector as well.  The next few years will be very busy in the 

construction industry, both for public sector and private sector. 

 

HCC have identified construction inflation as a key risk and the Brexit decision has 

potentially given a greater element of uncertainty. 

 

  

35 Q: Who is undertaking the ECI? 
 

 A: We have utilised the Eastern Highways Framework Lot2 and it has subsequently 

been awarded to Carillion 
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36 Q: Did you consider going straight to open tender with no PQQ? 

 

 A: The Council are mindful of the tendering costs for contractors but queried whether 

contractors would be interested in tendering if there was lots of competition. There 

was discussion around one stage vs two stage procurement, with strong opinions for 

both of the procedures.  Some contractors noted that they would have to decide if it 

was worth going up against others with FAS experience whilst others suggested there 

was a danger that lots of contractors would walk away from an open tender (without 

PQQ). 

 

Some contractors definitely preferred two stage as it reduced the amount of work 

involved in the bid.  Pulling together the information for a full tender is costly and time 

consuming with no certainty regarding the number of opposing bids.  

 

  

 

Questions already on Supply Hertfordshire (InTend) -  Uploaded on Friday 16 September 2016 

37 Q: Some questions in the Market Engagement Questionnaire are very tender specific 

e.g. Q7.1 Do you consider the main programme timescales to be realistic? and Q8 What 

do you consider to be the key risks for the project?  Without seeing tender documents 

such as the ITT or MoI it is difficult to answer these questions.  Can you confirm if 

tender documents will be released before Friday 23rd? 

 

 A: This is market engagement and we are not at the stage of producing Tender 

Documents.  There is information concerning the scheme detailed in the Supplier 

Briefing Document and by looking at the project website, detailed in paragraph 3. 

 

What we are looking for is your initial views on these matters to help inform 

discussions at the Industry Open Day and onward development of scheme. 

 

  

 

Questions asked in Questionnaires not addressed at the Industry Open Day. 

38 Q: Please provide an indication of the level of detail in the ground improvement report. 

 

 A: No ground improvement is proposed at this stage. A site wide geotechnical 

investigation has been undertaken to understand ground conditions in order to 

develop the design, including specific focus on gathering information at the location of 

proposed structures and significant cuttings. 

 

  

39 Q: Please give an indication of localism requirements/targets – skills, worklessness, 

women, apprenticeships? 

 

 A: These have yet to be decided but will be fully addressed in the tender documents.   

 

  
 



Title First Name Last Name Job Title Company Name

Mr Stuart Smith Commercial Manager Aggregate Industries UK Limited

Mr Stuart Featherstone Business Development Manager Balfour Beatty

Mr Richard Moore Contracts Manager Balfour Beatty

Mr Malcolm McAllister Business Development Manager BAM Nuttall

Mr Dave Budgen BAM Nuttall

Mr Hywel Jones National Business Development Manager C A Blackwell Contracts Limited

Mr Steve Dighton Business Development Manager J Breheny Contractors Limited

Mr Mark Staniland Business Development Manager - Civils Buckingham Group Contracting Limited

Mr Dave Meeney Estimating Director - Civils Buckingham Group Contracting Limited

Mr Mike Hodkinson Business Development Manager Carillion Civil Engineering

Mr Mark Seaman Operations Director Carillion Civil Engineering

Mr Darren Wayman Area Sales Manager Clark-Drain Ltd

Mr Pippa Tovey Regional Manager Clark-Drain Ltd

Mr John McDonagh Commercial Manager Coffey Construction

Mr Bill Hall Business and Development FM Conway Limited

Mrs Sharon Field CSR Manager FM Conway Limited

Mr Ray Barnett Sales Manager Dynniq

Mr James Wilson Business Development Manager Farrans Construction

Mr John Gallagher Contracts Manager Fox Building & Engineering Limited

Miss Karly Fox Marketing Coordinator Fox (Owmby) Limited

 Mr James Gudgin Commercial and Engineering Manager Fox (Owmby) Limited

Mr Steve Tomkins Operations Director Galliford Try Infrastructure Limited

Miss Mel Lawther Submissions Manager (Civils) John Graham Construction Ltd 

Mr Michael Turley Business Development Manager HOCHTIEF (UK) Construction Limited

Mr John Ward Business Development Manager Interserve Construction Limited

Mr Frank Leonforte Contract Manager Interserve Construction Limited

Mr Richard Barnes Divisional Director Jackson Civil Engineering Group Limited

Mr Colin Garrod Contracts Manager Jackson Civil Engineering Group Limited

Mr Peter Adamson Business Development Manager Kier Infrastructure UK

Mr Simon Giret Bid Manager Kier Infrastructure UK

Mr Simon Flint Senior Sales & Business Development Manager Lagan Construction Group Ltd

Mr James Crawford Head of Submissions      Lagan Construction Group Ltd

Mr Paul Magowan Business Development Manager Sir Robert McAlpine

Mr Grant McConochie EHA Framework Manager Morgan Sindall

Mr Richard Anderson Senior Commercial Manager Morgan Sindall

Mr Patrick Ryle Contracts Director Mota-Engil

Mr Luis Moreira da Silva Country Director Mota-Engil

Mr Jim Brown Senior Project Manager Museum of London Archaeology

Miss Kate Troup Business Development Manager North Midland Construction PLC

Miss Helen Stirling Bid Manager North Midland Construction PLC

Mr Mike Todd Lead Business Development Manager Geoffrey Osborne Limited

Mr Simon Swann Site Manager Geoffrey Osborne Limited

Mr Glen Horstman Sales Manager Pier UK

Mr Michael Dolan Contracts Manager Roadbridge

Mr Ivan Conway Health & Safety Manager Roadbridge

Mr Steve Horton Area Manager John Sisk & Son (Holding) Ltd

Mr Andy Small Skanska

Mr Fred Harrington Project Manager T G RAM Limited

Mr Adrian Jones Commercial Manager Tarmac

Miss Rebecca Irwin Proposals Manager VolkerFitzpatrick Ltd

Mr Deon Scholtz Operations Director VolkerFitzpatrick Ltd

Mr Windsor Young Regional Manager VolkerStevin Limited / VBA

Mr Sean Brennan Estimating Manager Whitemountain

Mr Gareth McNern Senior Project Manager Whitemountain

Mr Jonathan Wills Director Wills Bros Civil Engineering Ltd
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